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History & Regulations

crossed with a 98k carbine bayonet, all surmounted by the army national emblem eagle.
Clutching a swastika in its talons, the eagle’s wings appear to be sitting on a box created
by six small oak leaves. Adjacent to these oak leaves is ornate scrollwork which frames
the sides of the central motif. Extending outward from each side of the central motif
are two ridged arrowheads. Completing the design and overlaying the arrowheads are
two acorns and four large oak leaves sprouting out from the center of the scrollwork on
either side; the embodiment of German symbolism and belief that strength and power
lie with the mighty oak tree.

ombat close enough to see the whites of the enemy’s eyes is an unimaginable concept to those of us fortunate enough never to have experienced the brutality of war.
History is rife with struggles and conflict between men, the most intimate of which
is hand-to-hand combat. As technology progresses and attempts made to make combat less personal, it invariably comes down to the men in the trenches that determine
whether or not wars are won or lost.

Hitler’s own experiences in the trenches of the Western Front during World War I left
an indelible impression on him that made him eager to properly recognize the achievements of the common soldier. Hitler understood very well the sense of pride and accomplishment instilled by awarding a visible sign of courage such as a medal or badge,
having himself been awarded the Iron Cross 1st and 2nd class for his service during the
Great War. This understanding would help carry him to power and create within him
the ability to instill ultimate and selfless devotion in the men of his armed forces, even
while Germany was retreating on all fronts.

On November 25th, 1942, the Close Combat Clasp was created by the Commander-inChief of the Armed Forces and was to be a formal recognition of those who fought the
enemy in hand-to-hand combat. The popular Berlin artist Wilhelm Ernst Peekhaus was
commissioned to design the Close Combat Clasp, having previously been successful
with his design of several other combat awards such as the Navy’s Torpedo Boat Badge
and the Army’s General Assault Badge. Using similar principles to the GAB, the central motif of the Close Combat Clasp consisted of a German mark 24 stick grenade
8

A depiction of the Close Combat Clasp, or “Nahkampfspange” as shown in Dr. Heinrich Doehle’s wartime catalog “Die Auszeichnungen des Grossdeutschen Reichs” printed in 1945. The
earlier version of Doehle’s Medals and Decorations of the Third Reich catalog, which was
printed in January 1943 shows the brand new Close Combat Clasp award as an addendum at
the rear, which was instituted less than two months prior.
Bastian Brücker

With Britain and France declaring war on Germany after her invasion of Poland on
September 1st, 1939, it became clear to Hitler that the days of his unchallenged acquisition of surrounding countries was no longer going to be tolerated by the Allies.
As all-out war loomed on the horizon, Germany reinstituted many of her traditional
combat awards, such as the Iron Cross and Wound Badge, as well as introduced a new
series of awards that would categorize specific achievements, such as the Infantry and
Panzer Assault Badges. For the first few years of the war, these awards proved sufficient enough, but the expansion of the war to include the United States, and, more
specifically, the tremendous effort being put forth against Russia, made it all too apparent to Hitler that an additional award was needed to acknowledge the titanic struggle
of Germany’s soldiers on her many fronts. As the epic battle for Stalingrad raged on
far from Berlin, Hitler contemplated a new and distinct award that would ultimately be
considered Germany’s highest infantry commendation of the war.

This clip from “Uniformen-Markt,” dated
June 20th, 1943 announces the creation
of the Close Combat
Clasp. It states that
the clasp is in recognition of previous engagements of hand-tohand combat as well
as an incentive for
those soldiers not yet
eligible for the award.
The announced beginning date for counting close combat days of December 1st, 1939 is incorrect. According to regulations, the correct date was December 1st, 1942.
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In accordance with Hitler’s proclamation of March 26th, 1944, the names of all soldiers
who attained the required 30 & 50 close combat days were to be compiled by their
commanders in the typical fashion. In addition to the normal reporting and certification of close combat days, the Grade III (Gold) recipients were to be filed in duplicate,
with one copy being sent to the Personnel Office of the Army High Command, or
O.K.H./P.A. Ultimately, the formal group award ceremonies were to be based on these
lists of recipients.

Christian Federl

Archiv Gerhard Skora

Christian Federl
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Feldwebel Karl Schädler of 7. Kompanie, Grenadier Regiment 80 was awarded the Close Combat
Clasp in Gold on December 1st, 1944. In accordance with the regulations of August 30th, 1944,
Schädler was automatically eligible for the German Cross in Gold, which was awarded to him six
weeks later on January 13th, 1945.

An example of the typical report filed by
commanders for soldiers eligible for the
Close Combat Clasp in Gold. The above
report was filed 3 days after the award
document was issued to Obergefreiter
Georg Grotz in the field on October 15th,
1944. Grotz ultimately received his Close
Combat Clasp in Gold from Heinrich
Himmler at the 6th formal group award
ceremony on December 12th, 1944.
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For the most part, the different manufacturers die-struck or die-forged their clasps out
of a solid piece of zinc. This process uses a heavy steel die to punch a design into a
blank sheet of metal, known as a planchet. This is typically accomplished in a large
press, which exerts the several tons of pressure needed to strike a crisp image into a
thick slab of metal.
Barry Turke

Typically beginning at the midpoint of the planchet (the extent of the imprinted obverse design), the shear press would cut down through the rest of the metal, leaving a
series of vertical striations on the cut surface. Variances in the thickness of the zinc
base metal resulted in slight differences in the obverse details and also contributed to
weight differences in the finished clasps. Depending on the thickness of the metal and
the amount of pressure used, the shear press would typically slice through most of the
excess planchet material, but would also sometimes break or tear away the last bit.
This tearing will appear as rough dents and small cavities on the edges near the reverse.

Obverse

A zinc planchet immediately following the die-stamping process for the Close Combat Clasp.
The obverse die would imprint the clasp design in the top half of the planchet; the rest of the
surrounding metal would be squeezed outward and flattened.

The large steel obverse die would imprint the design into the top half of the planchet,
and the immense pressure would squeeze the rest of it outwards in all directions, flattening it against the reverse die. The surrounding, flattened metal, known as flashing,
would then be trimmed away by a shear press. The shear press was in essence a big
“cookie-cutter” that would trim away the excess flashing from edges of the clasp.
Trimmers cut off excess planchet

Obverse
Flas

hing

Flas

Reverse

A side illustration of the excess flashing being trimmed away by the “cookie cutter.”

The result: A side view of a clasp showing the edge that was trimmed.
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hing

Shear marks
(Vertical Striations)

Reverse

Tearing marks
(Cavities)

An exaggerated picture of the edge of an AGMuK clasp illustrating the difference between typical shear marks (near the obverse) and tearing marks from where the flashing was ripped away
as the cutter made its way toward the rear of the clasp.

Shear marks are an extremely important detail to focus on when evaluating Close Combat Clasps. Correct shear marks will be a series of fine, thin lines running along the
edge of the clasps and will always be perfectly vertical and perpendicular to the clasp
face. This is because the cookie cutter shear press cut straight down through the metal
with tons of pressure. These shear marks will appear on all original clasps to varying
degrees and should be free of raised blobs of metal. Even original clasps that were die
cast, such as those by GWL for instance, will exhibit shear marks on the edge where
they were trimmed of any excess flashing left over from the die-casting process. These
shear marks are a good place to look when evaluating badges and will often reveal
well-made fakes. Fakes were often copied from original clasps and, therefore, sometimes picked up the original shear marks. However, because the fakes weren’t trimmed
like originals, the shear marks will often have imperfections in them or have raised
lumps of metal on top of the vertical shear marks which is a classic sign of a cast fake.
Tearing marks and cavities are another sign to look for on original clasps. These were
the result of the shear press not exerting enough force to cleanly slice through the planchet, essentially tearing away the excess flashing. Being instituted relatively late in the
war, all CCCs were produced when quality control standards weren’t as stringent and,
therefore, most original clasps have these tearing cavities to one extent or another.
35
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A.G.M.u.K. - Quick Reference Chart
Since all AGMuK clasps have a similar obverse design, the quickest way to tell them
apart is by looking at the reverse. In particular, focusing on the type of backplate
crimping as well as the size of the maker marks will help to quickly narrow down
which type of AGMuK clasp you are holding in your hand.
All AGMuK clasps can be broken down into two main categories based on the backplate crimping, which are either ‘Indented Crimps” or “Raised Tabs.” Approximately
half of all AGMuK clasps will have indented crimps, while the other, will have 4 small,
raised tabs for the backplate. This is convenient because a quick glance at the backplate
will immediately eliminate half of the possible AGMuK variants you have to weed
through in an attempt to find their exact variant. The only exception to this rule is the
Large Font 2nd Pattern clasps, which can be found with both.
This first spread covers all the “Indented Crimp” variants. If the clasp you are looking
at has “Raised Tabs” instead, simply turn the page to see all the raised tab examples.

1.2
“Single Side Crimp”
Big Crimps

1.2
“Single Side Crimp”
Thin Crimps

Indented Crimp Variants
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1.1
“Large Font”
1st Pattern

1.2
“Single Side Crimp”
Small Crimps

1.1
“Large Font”
2nd Pattern

1.3
“Double Crimp”
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1.2 AGMuK “Single Side Crimp” Features
Clasps by this maker have two distinct features on the obverse that set them apart from
other AGMuK makers. A raised die flaw can be seen on the top, left scrollwork around
the central motif and very detailed, serrated leaf veining within the L1 & R1 oakleaves.

Two reverse dies were used and 3 different crimping patterns for the backplate. The
two reverse dies are nearly identical to each other, the only noticeable difference being
the maker mark. Most notable is the alignment of the “A” in the top line compared with
the “A.G.” below it. Also the period after the “Z” in the 2nd mark. The 3 crimping
patterns encountered are based on their size and shape. A single crimp will always be
found punched into the left and right side. Additionally, 1st Pattern clasps will also
sometimes have a crimp on top and bottom as well but are usually less defined.

1st Pattern

2nd Pattern

“Big Crimps”

“Thin Crimps”
3rd Pattern

Common Maker Mark

Variant Maker Mark

“Small Crimps”
74
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Josef Feix & Söhne

Josef Feix & Söhne

6. Josef Feix & Söhne - Gablonz a. d. Neiße

JFS Variants

specially known for its Numbered General & Panzer Assault Badges, JFS was also
a prolific maker of the Close Combat Clasp. Located in Gablonz, the hot-bed of
badge production during the Third Reich, JFS clasps are relatively common and share
a similar obverse design to those by A.G.M.u.K., most likely the result of a common
artisan working for both entities. The back-plate crimping used by JFS was also similar to A.G.M.u.K. CCCs and proved to be very effective at keeping the plate intact and
with the clasp. Unlike the A.G.M.u.K. series of clasps, however, JFS chose to have a
separately applied hinge on its variations of the Close Combat Clasp. Utilizing a combination of high quality zinc and thick finish, clasps by this maker stand the test of time
remarkably well, and it is not uncommon to find them retaining most, if not all, of the
original appearance and luster they had on the day they left the factory.

JFS clasps will generally be found in two distinct variations, which can be determined
by looking at the reverse hinge crimping and maker mark position. The 1st Pattern
clasps appear to be the earlier of the two variants, based on the amount of hand finishing to the reverse edges, and can be found in several different configurations:

E

“1st Pattern”

These earliest JFS clasps will have a continuous or partially continuous crimping lip
around the hinge.

6.1 - No Designer’s Mark
6.2 - Stamped Designer’s Mark
6.3 - Partial Hinge Crimping - Full Cross-guard
6.4 - Partial Hinge Crimping - Chamfered Cross-guard

“2nd Pattern”

Major changes to the reverse setup were made; the continuous lip of metal around the
hinge was changed to 4 separate crimping tabs instead. The location of the maker and
designer marks were also flip-flopped.

6.5 - Raised Designer’s Mark
6.6 - “Hybrid”

Letterhead of the Josef Feix & Söhne company from a catalog circa 1937. Established in
1878, JFS supplied high quality metal products for the jewelry industry, which Gablonz was
renowned for during the early twentieth century. After Czechoslovakia’s annexation into the
German Reich, JFS became a large and important supplier of high quality, prestigious awards,
such as the Close Combat Clasp and Numbered Panzer & General Assault Badges.
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Josef Feix & Söhne

Josef Feix & Söhne

JFS Quick Reference Guide

JFS Quick Reference Guide

The two main JFS variants below. A quick glance at the hinge crimping and the location of the “JFS” maker mark signify the difference between 1st and 2nd Pattern clasps.

For the most part, all JFS clasps share the same obverse design. While 99% of the obverse is identical from clasp to clasp, there is a very subtle change to the bayonet crossguard that can be found between variants. A close-up of the bayonets shows the slight
difference; one has a full rectangular cross-guard, whereas the other has a chamfered
edge to the top. The change is so slight that it is unclear if this was an intentional design
change or simply a difference in the trimming die used to cut out the central motif. In
general, the full cross-guard is found on 1st Pattern clasps while the chamfered crossguard is generally found on 2nd pattern clasps, but this is not a golden rule, as hybrids
can be found that mix both obverse and reverse designs.

1st Pattern

Full Cross-guard

Chamfered Cross-guard

First Pattern clasps will typically have a continuous raised lip of metal holding the hinge in
place. Also notice the position of the “JFS” maker mark located next to the catch. The first 4
clasp variants by this maker are slight variations on this layout, but in general all 1st Pattern
clasps reverses will look like this.

2nd Pattern

Second Pattern clasps have 4 separate tabs for the hinge crimping. The location of the maker
mark has changed as well, and is now located next to the hinge. The designer’s mark was also
included in the new reverse die and is in raised relief on these 2nd Pattern clasps (as opposed
to being separately stamped in, as with the 1st Pattern).
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An interesting feature to all JFS clasps are
the two dents found on the inner swastika
arms. This can be found on both full and
chamfered cross-guard examples, which
suggests they were part of the die when it
was created or part of master die that was
used to produce the actual stamping dies
used by JFS.
209

Josef Feix & Söhne

Josef Feix & Söhne

6.2 - JFS
“1st Pattern” - Stamped Designer’s Mark

Soon after production began, JFS started to stamp in the designer’s mark next to the hinge and
the majority of 1st Pattern clasps to be encountered will be this variant (6.2). Hand filing and
beveling of the reverse edges is typical of all 1st Pattern JFS clasps.

212

Author’s Collection

Clearly defined shear marks can be seen on
the flat wire catch, a typical feature found on
most JFS combat and qualification badges.

Possibly noticing some other maker’s clasps
(such as AGMuKs), JFS started to include the
designer’s mark on the reverse. This homage
to the designer was certainly an afterthought
since it was not an integral part of reverse die.

The base of the pin was bent around the
hingepin and then doubled back to create the
tension foot; simple but effective.

Length Height Wingspan
(mm) (mm)
(mm)

97.73

26.68

24.34

Weight
(g)

Magnetic

30.8

Backplate
Hinge
Catch, Pin
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Josef Feix & Söhne

Josef Feix & Söhne

JFS CCC

Unteroffizier Ahner fought with Panzergrenadier Regiment 63 in support of 17th Panzer Division. Deployed on the southern sector of the Eastern Front, the division took
part in the failed attempt to relieve the encircled 6th Army in Stalingrad in December
1942. The division led a few minor successful actions in 1943, but, for the most part,
conducted a fighting retreat throughout 1944 and early 1945. Under intense and constant attacks by the Red Army, the division was forced to retreat into Czechoslovakia
where it was eventually destroyed, the remnants surrendering at the end of April 1945.
Ahner survived the war and passed away on May 30th, 2003.
226

Hardy Huber

Since JFS and AGMuK clasps have a very similar obverse design, it is nearly impossible to differentiate between the two in period photographs. However, there is a way
if the clasp is angled correctly and the quality of the image is good enough, such as this
portrait of Unteroffizier Erich Ahner. The feature to look for is the connection point
between the bottom tip of the swastika and top of the grenade handle; AGMuK clasps
will have this connection point, but it is lacking on JFS clasps. In addition to his JFS
Close Combat Clasp in Bronze, Ahner was awarded the Panzer Assault Badge, Iron
Cross 1st Class and Wound Badge in Silver.
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Plural - Nahkampfspangen

Plural - Nahkampfspangen

Both plural and singular cartons are most associated with Friedrich Linden clasps, as
that is what you will find in them the vast majority of the time. Friedrich Linden used
similar cartons for their Luftwaffe Pilot Badges, and their Infantry Assault Badges have
also been found in cartons made from similar materials carrying the FLL logo. The
example below is a typical carton find, complete with FLL clasp and pinkish-red waxy
paper. The FLL clasp is a relatively early example with soldered-on hardware.

Klaus Butschek

All cartons were made
from a single piece of cardboard, which was folded
and then connected at the
corners with metal staples.
These staples were made
from steel and are therefore magnetic. The tan
cardboard has a slight corrugated texture to it.

416

Length
(mm)

Width
(mm)

Height
(mm)

101.0

32.0

15.0
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Single Line

Single Line

This rather decorative document featuring a Wehrmacht eagle at the top and thick
border issued to Obergefreiten Johann Holstein of 2. Kompanie, Grenadier Regiment
698. The certificate was issued on August
22nd 1944 “Im Osten”, which is common
to see on documents issued on the Eastern Front. Grenadier Regiment 698 was
engaged in heavy combat in the late summer of 1944 along the Vistula and in the
Baranow bridgehead and was all but destroyed by the end of January 1945.

Archiv Gerhard Skora

Dirk Schneider

A relatively simple, Gothic style lower-case
lettering reveals yet another variant of award
document. Obergefreiten Erich Hoffmann
of 6. Kompanie, Grenadier Regiment 76
(motorized) received the 2nd level of the
Nahkampfspange after the requisite 30 days
of close combat on June 5th, 1944. This style
of document appears to have been favored
by Grenadier Regiment 76 as well as its successor Panzer Grenadier Regiment 76.

Type 6a

Type 4

440

Type 5

Gary Jones

Josef Majer

This unique award document belonged to
Unteroffizier Wilhelm Rheinschild of 2.
Kompanie, Grenadier Regiment 189. The
text looks almost handwritten and it is rare
to find this type of font used on an award
document. Shortly before the end of the war,
Rheinschild acquired the Army Honor Roll
Clasp in April 1945.

A derivative of the Type 6a document
above, with subtle differences to the “Besitzzeugnis” lettering as well as a longer
“h” in Nahkampfspange. This type of
document appears to have been favored by
3rd SS Panzer Division “Totenkopf”. In
some cases, such as this example, reference is made to Theodor Eicke, the original
commander of the Totenkopf Division who
was killed on February 26th 1943 during the
battle of Kharkov.

Type 6b
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Reproduction #5
FLL

Reproduction #6
FLL

An excellent casting of an original 3rd Pattern FLL clasp. At first glance, the hardware and
even crimping seems correct as well as the finish. However, upon closer scrutiny, weaker obverse detailing compared to original FLL clasps is the first red flag.

Another modern FLL fake made by the same crooks responsible for Reproduction #5, this time
a cast copy of a 1st pattern clasp. Similar weak detailing and smooth, glossy finish are tell tale
characteristic of these fakes.

Being cast from an original, the hinge and catch appear to be correctly crimped in. However, a
closer look at the hinge reveals it is simply soldered into the recess instead; the casting picked
up the crimped area from the original, but it is non-functional on these fakes.

The reverse is a relatively accurate representation of an original, including the bend in the pin
near the hinge, a known trait found on original FLL clasps. However, the clasp is lacking in
other important areas, such as the catch which uses a round baseplate instead of an oval one.

The weak lettering of the maker and designer marks is another give away on this fake, in addition to the weird looking metal used for the backplate. Unlike cast fakes of the past, these
modern cast fakes will actually have slighly larger dimensions than originals.

Another similar FLL fake by the same crooks. This one was also cast from an original FLL
clasp, however the partial backplate crimping is a red flag not found on original clasps. This is
a common feature of this type of fake making them easy to spot for observant collectors.

454
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Building on a solid foundation set forth in the 1st Edition of this book, the 2nd Edition delves
deeper into each wartime Close Combat Clasp maker and methodically presents each and every variant of clasp collectors will encounter on the market today. No unique die characteristic
or reverse hardware setup change was too small; each has been categorized and examined in
detail along with an explanation of what sets that variant apart from other clasps. Several "Quick Reference
Charts" have also been added to allow for quick and
easy identification of the many unmarked clasps that
are encountered, as well as to help collectors sort out
the seemingly endless variations of the AGMuK clasps.
Separate chapters have been included for award documents, cases, cartons, packets, and miniatures along
with a large chapter on the
most current and dangerous
fakes. Over 460 pages and
1,350 high quality, color
images in 7” x 9.5” format,
this volume is a must have
for both novice and experienced collectors alike.
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